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Abstract

We consider classes of arbitrary (finite or infinite) graphs of bounded shrub-depth,
specifically the class TMr,p(d) of p-labeled arbitrary graphs whose underlying unla-
beled graphs have tree models of height d and r labels. We show that this class
satisfies an extension of the classical Löwenheim-Skolem property into the finite and
for MSO. This extension being a generalization of the small model property, we obtain
that the graphs of TMr,p(d) are pseudo-finite. In addition, we obtain as consequences
entirely new proofs of a number of known results concerning bounded shrub-depth
classes (of finite graphs) and TMr,p(d). These include the small model property for
MSO with elementary bounds, the classical compactness theorem from model theory
over TMr,p(d), and the equivalence of MSO and FO over TMr,p(d) and hence over
bounded shrub-depth classes. The proof for the last of these is via an adaptation of
the proof of the classical Lindström’s theorem from model theory characterizing FO
over arbitrary structures.

1. Introduction

Classical model theory is a subject that studies mathematical structures for their prop-
erties that can be expressed in a formal language such as first order logic (FO). The
structures considered are arbitrary, so finite or infinite (but are typically infinite). Two of
the earliest results in the subject, which form its pillars even today, are the Löwenheim-
Skolem theorem and the compactness theorem [1]. The Löwenheim-Skolem (LS) theorem
states that for every infinite structure A over a countable vocabulary and every infinite
cardinal λ, there is a structure of size λ that is FO equivalent to A, that further is a
substructure of A if λ is less than the size of A (the “downward” part of the theorem,
denoted DLS), and a superstructure of A otherwise (the “upward” part, denoted ULS).
On the other hand, the compactness theorem states that if every finite subset of an arbi-
trary set of FO sentences has a model, then the entire set has a model. The importance
of these results can be gauged from a classic result by Lindström [9] who showed that for
a reasonable notion of an abstract logic, if such a logic either satisfies both the DLS and
compactness theorems, or satisfies the full LS theorem (so both its parts), then it is no
more expressive than FO.
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Shrub-depth is a structural parameter of classes of finite graphs that was introduced
in [6] to admit fixed parameter tractable (FPT) algorithms for a variety of interesting
algorithmic problems, with an elementary parameter dependence. The notion parameter-
izes classes of dense graphs by the height of their defining tree models, where informally, a
tree model t of a graph G is a rooted tree whose leaves are the vertices of G, and these are
assigned labels from a finite set. The presence or absence of an edge between two vertices
of G is determined by the labels of these vertices in t and the distance between them in
t. Since its inception in [6], the notion has seen a lot of active research for not just its
algorithmic properties, but also its structural and logical aspects [5, 7, 2]. For instance,
graphs of shrub-depth at most d admit small models for MSO sentences (of sizes bounded
by elementary functions of the lengths of the sentences), and admit the equivalence of
MSO and FO in terms of their expressive powers [5].

In [10], a finitary analogue of the downward Löwenheim-Skolem property was intro-
duced. A class of structures has this property denoted L-EBSP in [10] for a logic L such as
FO or MSO, if any large structure in the class contains a small L[m]-equivalent substruc-
ture that belongs to class. Here L[m]-equivalent means that the two structures agree on
all L sentences of quantifier nesting depth (or rank) at most m, and “small” means of size
bounded by a computable function of m. Bounded shrub-depth classes satisfy MSO-EBSP
(which can be shown to be equivalent to the small submodel property for MSO), and it
turns out going further, that a more general property holds of these classes, one called the
logical fractal property [10, Section 6]. This property asserts “logical self-similarity” at all
“scales” less than the size of a given structure, in analogy with the notion of fractals stud-
ied in the natural sciences. More specifically, for a strictly increasing function f ∶ N → N,
called a “scale function” in [10], define the ith scale of f as the set of all numbers in the
interval (f(i), f(i + 1)]. Then an L-fractal is a class C of structures for which for each
natural number m, there is a scale function fm such that for each structure A in C , there
is an L[m]-equivalent substructure B of A in C , at each scale less than the scale of A.
It turns out that bounded shrub-depth classes are MSO-fractals with computable scale
functions. The L-fractal property can be seen as a finitary L-DLS property that is closer
to the classical DLS property than L-EBSP.

In this paper, we generalize significantly the above result for bounded shrub-depth
classes, that further yields us various notable consequences. Specifically, we consider a
finitary analogue of the full LS property, namely both its downward and upward parts,
that therefore generalizes the logical fractal property. For f as above, define for an infinite
cardinal λ, the λth scale of f simply as the set {λ}. A class C of arbitrary structures
(so now finite and infinite structures) is said to satisfy the extended L-Löwenheim-Skolem
(L-ELS) property if there exists a scale function f such that for any structure A in C , if
A is at scale η of f for some cardinal η (that is, the size of A belongs to the scale η), then
for all cardinals λ, the following hold:

1. (Downward L-ELS): If λ is at most η, then (i) if λ is finite, then there is a substructure of
A, at scale λ that is L[λ]-equivalent to A, and (ii) if λ is infinite, there is a substructure
of A, at scale λ that is L-equivalent to A, where L-equivalent means indistinguishable
with respect to all sentences of L.

2. (Upward L-ELS): If λ is at least η, then (i) if η is finite, then there is a superstructure
of A at scale λ that is L[η]-equivalent to A, and (ii) if η is infinite, then there is a
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superstructure of A at scale λ that is L-equivalent to A.

We call f a “witness function” for the MSO-ELS property of C . From the perspective of
fractals, the L-ELS property can be seen as asserting “decreasing L-self-similarity” going
downwards from the size of a given structure and “increasing L-self-similarity” going
upwards. It is not difficult to see that for any given m, by adjusting the scales suitably,
specifically by merging all scales of f that are at most m, the L-ELS property, restricted to
the finite, implies the L-fractal property since L[m′]-equivalence implies L[m]-equivalence
for all m′ ≥ m. We now consider the extension of the notion of bounded shrub-depth to
arbitrary graphs as introduced in [2], obtained by considering tree models of bounded
height but arbitrary branching. Specifically, for r, p, d ∈ N, we consider the class TMr,p(d)
of arbitrary p-labeled graphs (that is, graphs whose vertices are labeled with labels from
{1, . . . , p}) that admit arbitrary tree models of height d and r labels, and show as the
central result of our paper, the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. The class TMr,p(d) satisfies the MSO-ELS property with elementary ((d+
1)-fold exponential) witness functions.

We prove the above theorem in two parts, the first where one of λ or η in the MSO-ELS
definition is finite (Theorem 4.1), and the second when both are infinite (Proposition 4.2).
Both of these parts crucially build upon the result that TMr,p(d) admits small MSO[m]-
equivalent submodels whose sizes are bounded by a d-fold exponential function of m (The-
orem 1). Thus in the parlance of model theory, the graphs of TMr,p(d) are pseudo-finite,
in that every FO (indeed also MSO) sentence true in a graph G of TMr,p(d), is also true
in a finite graph of TMr,p(d), and further even in infinitely many finite induced subgraphs
of G if G is infinite.

As consequences of Theorem 1.1, we obtain entirely new proofs for a variety of known
results in the literature concerning bounded shrub-depth classes. Firstly, it follows that
shrub-depth d classes of finite graphs admit small models for MSO of elementary sizes
(shown in [5]); consequently, the index of the MSO[m] equivalence relation over any
shrub-depth d class is elementary again. Secondly, we obtain a new proof of the classical
compactness theorem from model theory mentioned at the outset, over the class TMr,p(d).
That is, we show that for any set T of MSO sentences over the vocabulary of p-labeled
graphs, if every finite subset of T has a model in TMr,p(d), then all of T has a model in
TMr,p(d); and further, a countable such model (Theorem 5.1). It can be seen following [2]
that TMr,p(d) can be axiomatized (over all structures) by a single FO sentence, so that
TMr,p(d) is an elementary class in the classical model-theoretic language, where elemen-
tary here means “axiomatizable by a set of FO sentences”. Since most classical model
theoretic results, and in particular compactness, hold over elementary classes, the FO
compactness theorem for TMr,p(d) follows already from literature. However the standard
proofs of the compactness theorem are either via Gödel’s completeness theorem for FO, or
Henkin models, or Skolemization or ultraproducts [1]. Our approach is completely differ-
ent from all of these and goes via using the pseudo-finiteness of the graphs of TMr,p(d) to
construct a chain under induced subgraph of models of increasingly larger subsets of the
given theory T , whose union is a countable model of T . We believe this technique might
be of independent interest.

The reader might wonder why we have not mentioned our MSO compactness theorem
for TMr,p(d) to be more general than the FO compactness theorem. The reason is that, as
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it turns out, MSO is no more expressive than FO over TMr,p(d) (Theorem 6.1). This fact
has been shown for TMr,1(d) (so basically the unlabeled versions of graphs in TMr,p(d))
in [2], and for the class of finite graphs in TMr,1(d) in [5], but we provide a novel proof
of this result (and further also for TMr,p(d) for all p > 1) by adapting the ideas from the
proof of the classical Lindström’s theorem mentioned at the outset, which indeed asserts a
”logical collapse” to FO for any abstract logic having the DLS and compactness properties.
Since MSO does satisfy the conditions of the mentioned abstract logic, it is natural to think
that Lindström’s theorem can be employed as is, to prove the MSO-FO equivalence over
TMr,p(d). But it turns out that cannot be done since the proof of Lindström’s theorem
requires a compactness theorem for structures over the given vocabulary expanded with
binary relation and function symbols. Therefore, we directly adapt and implement the
ideas from Lindström’s proof, in our setting. We remark that our MSO compactness
theorem, particularly the fact that it gives a countable model, turns out to be vital for
this adaptation to go through.

The main tool at the heart of our results, is an “unbounded” version of Feferman-
Vaught composition theorem proved by Elberfeld, Grohe and Tantau in [4]. The standard
Feferman-Vaught composition theorem shows that evaluating an MSO sentence over the
disjoint union of finitely many structures is equivalent to evaluating a finite set of MSO
sentences over each of the individual structures, and then putting together the results of
the evaluations using a Boolean propositional logic formula. In [4], this result is extended
elegantly to infinitely many structures using FO instead of propositional logic. Specifically,
for any MSO sentence Φ, to know whether it is true over the disjoint union of an arbitrary
family F of structures, it is equivalent to examine the truth of an FO sentence αΦ over
an MSO[m]-type indicator Im(F) which is a structure over a monadic vocabulary, that
contains all the information about the equivalence classes of the MSO[m] relation to which
the structures in F belong (indeed these classes constitute the mentioned vocabulary).
The FO sentence αΦ constructed inductively on the structure of Φ, can be seen as doing
both the job of evaluating suitable MSO[m] sentences over the individual structures of
F and the job of compiling together the results of the individual evaluations. The key
observation for our results is the fact that the vocabulary of the type indicator is monadic.
Structures over monadic vocabularies are particularly nice when it comes to dealing with
them using FO sentences of bounded rank, since, when they are sufficiently large, one
can always shrink them (upto a certain threshold depending on the rank) or expand them
(without any bounds, even infinitely) by respectively deleting or adding one element at a
time without changing their FO[q] theory, where q is the considered rank. This simple
fact is exploited over and over again to prove all our results mentioned above. Specifically,
the results are first proved for trees of bounded height noting that trees are after all
constructed inductively from forests of lesser height, and the latter lend themselves to using
the mentioned composition theorem. Subsequently, these results for trees are transferred
to TMr,p(d) using the FO interpretability of the latter in the former.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we provide the background
and notation for the paper, also recall the Feferman-Vaught composition theorem from [4].
In Section 3, we show the small model property for MSO over TMr,p(d) with elementary
bounds. In Section 4, we show the MSO-ELS property for TMr,p(d). In Section 5 we
prove the MSO compactness theorem over TMr,p(d) and utilize this in Section 6 to show
the MSO-FO equivalence over TMr,p(d). We present our conclusions in Section 7.
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2. Background

We assume the reader is familiar with the terminology and notation in connection with
MSO. A vocabulary, typically denoted τ or σ, is a finite set of relation symbols. We
denote the class of all MSO formulae over τ as MSO(τ) and its subclass of FO formulae
as FO(τ). A sequence x1, . . . , xn of FO variables is denoted x̄. An MSO formula ϕ whose
free variables are in x̄ is denoted ϕ(x̄). A sentence is a formula without free variables. The
quantifier rank, or simply rank, of an MSO formula ϕ, denoted rank(ϕ), is the maximum
number of quantifiers (both first order and second order) appearing in any root to leaf path
in the parse tree of the formula. We denote by MSO[m] the class of all MSO formulae of
rank at most m.

A σ-structureA consists of a universe A equipped with interpretations of the predicates
of σ. We denote by B ⊆ A that B is a substructure of A, and by A ≅ B that A and B
are isomorphic. We denote by N the set of all natural numbers, by N+ the set N ∖ {0},
and by [p] the set {1, . . . , p} for any p ∈ N+. For p ∈ N+, let τ = σ ∪ {P1, . . . , Pp} be a
vocabulary obtained by expanding σ with p new unary relation symbols P1, . . . , Pp. A
p-labeled σ-structure is a τ -structure A in which for every element a in A, there exists a
unique i ∈ [p] such that a ∈ PAi . (It is allowed for PAj to empty for some j ∈ [p].) We say of
the mentioned element a, that it is labeled with the label i. We consider simple, undirected
and loop-free graphs in this paper, where such a graph G is a σ-structure for σ = {E}, in
which the binary relation symbol E is interpreted as an irreflexive and symmetric relation.
The graphs can have arbitrary cardinality (i.e. whose universe could be finite or infinite).
We denote by V (G) and E(G), the vertex and edge sets of G. As above, a p-labeled graph
G is graph each of whose vertices is assigned a unique label from [p]. If G1 and G2 are
two p-labeled graphs, and G1 ⊆ G2, then we say G1 is a labeled induced subgraph of G2.

A tree is a connected graph that does not contain any cycles. A rooted tree t is a
{E, root}-structure whose {E}-reduct is a tree and in which the unary relation symbol
root is interpreted as a set consisting of a single element called the root of t, and denoted
root(t). We can now talk of a p-labeled rooted tree as a rooted tree in which each node
(including the root) is assigned a unique label from [p]. We shall often call p-labeled
rooted trees, as simply trees when p is clear from context. For a tree t and a node v
of it, the subtree of t rooted at v, denoted tv, is the {E, root}-structure such that (i) the
{E}-reduct of tv is the substructure of t induced by the set of all nodes u of t for which
v lies on the path from u to root(t), and (ii) root is interpreted in tv as the set {v}. We
say a tree s is a subtree of t if it is the subtree of t rooted at some node v of t (note the
slight abuse of the standard ‘subtree’ terminology, intended for later convenience). If v is
a child of root(t), then we say tv is a child subtree of root(t) in t. A p-labeled rooted forest
f is a disjoint union of p-labeled rooted trees. If (ti)i∈I for an index set I is the family
of p-labeled rooted trees constituting f, then we write f = ⊍i∈I ti where ⊍ denotes disjoint
union. A subtree t2 of a (p-labeled rooted) tree t1 is said to be leaf-hereditary if the roots
of t2 and t1 are the same, and every leaf of t2 is also a leaf of t1. It follows that if fi is the
forest of p-labeled rooted trees obtained by removing the root of ti for i ∈ {1,2}, then for
every tree s2 of f2, there exists a tree s1 of f1 such that s2 is a leaf-hereditary subtree of
s1. The height of a tree t is the maximum root to leaf distance in t. The height of a node
v of a tree t is the height of the subtree tv. Singleton trees have height 0. We denote by
Td,p the class of all (arbitrary cardinality) p-labeled rooted trees of height at most d.
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2.1. Shrub-depth

We recall the notion of tree models from [3] and state it in its extended version for arbitrary
cardinality graphs. For r, d ∈ N, a tree model of r labels and height d for a graph G is a
pair (t, S) where t is an (r + 1)-labeled rooted tree of height d and S ⊆ [r]2 × [d] is a set
called the signature of the tree model such that:

1. The length of every root to leaf path is exactly d.

2. The set V (G) is exactly the set of leaves of t.

3. Each leaf is assigned a unique label from [r] and all internal nodes are labeled r+ 1.

4. For any i, j ∈ [r] and l ∈ [d], it holds that (i, j, l) ∈ S if and only if (j, i, l) ∈ S.

5. For vertices u, v ∈ V (G), if i and j are the labels of u and v seen as leaves of t, and
the distance between u and v in t is 2l, then {u, v} ∈ E(G) iff (i, j, l) ∈ S. Observe
that the distance between u and v in t is an even number as all root to leaf paths
are of length d, and l is thus the distance between u (or v) and the least common
ancestor of u and v.

The class of all (arbitrary) tree models of r labels and height d is denoted Treer(d) and
the class of all (arbitrary) graphs that have tree models in Treer(d) is denoted TMr(d).
A class C of arbitrary graphs is said to have shrub-depth d if C ⊆ TMr(d) for some r ≥ 1,
and C /⊆ TMr′(d−1) for any r′ ≥ 1. We say C has bounded shrub-depth if C ⊆ TMr(d) for
some r, d ≥ 1. For the purposes of our results, we extend the notion of tree models recalled
above in a simple way to handle classes of p-labeled graphs whose underlying unlabeled
graphs form classes having bounded shrub-depth. Given r, p, d ∈ N, p ≥ 1, let s be a tree
whose internal nodes are labeled r + 1 and each of whose leaf nodes is labeled with a pair
(i, j) where i ∈ [r] and where j ∈ [p]. For a set S ⊆ [r]2 × [d], we say (s, S) ∈ Treer,p(d)
if the tree t obtained from s by replacing the pair labeling any leaf node with the first
component of the pair (so replacing every leaf label of the form (i, j) with just i), is such
that (t, S) ∈ Treer(d). It is easy to see that (s, S) defines a p-labeled graph G whose
underlying unlabeled graph is the graph of TMr(d) for which (t, S) is a tree model, and
such that for any node u ∈ V (G), if (i, j) is the label of u seen as a leaf node of s, then
the label of u in G is j. We say that (s, S) is a tree-model of G. Denote by TMr,p(d) the
class of arbitrary p-labeled graphs G for which there is a tree model in Treer,p(d). It is
easy to see that TMr,p(d) is a hereditary class, i.e. it is closed under induced subgraphs.

From the definitions above, we see that for any (s, S) ∈ TMr,p(d), the tree s can be
seen as belonging to Td,r⋅p+1 via the bijective function f ∶ [r] × [p] → [r ⋅ p] that maps
the pair (i, j) labeling any leaf node of s to the number (i − 1) ⋅ p + j, with every internal
node of s getting the label r ⋅ p + 1. We will therefore also use the notation s ∈ Td,r⋅p+1.
It is easy to write an FO sentence Ωr,p,d over the vocabulary of Td,r⋅p+1 that says that
for a given tree from Td,r⋅p+1, every root to leaf path has length exactly d, every internal
node is labeled with the label r ⋅ p + 1, and no leaf node is labeled with the label r ⋅ p + 1.
Then any model s ∈ Td,r⋅p+1 of Ωr,p,d when equipped with a signature S ⊆ [r]2 × [p] gives
a tree model (s, S) ∈ Treer,p(d), and conversely for any tree model (s, S) ∈ Treer,p(d),
we have s, seen as a tree of Td,r⋅p+1, models Ωr,p,d. Observe that the rank of Ωr,p,d is
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O(d). For every signature S ⊆ [r]2 × [p], there exists a tuple ΞS,p of FO formulas given by
ΞS,p = (ξV,S(x), ξE,S(x, y), (ξPj ,S(x))1≤j≤p) that when evaluated on a tree s satisfying Ωr,p,d

produces the graph G ∈ TMr,p(d) of which (s, S) ∈ Treer,p(d) is a tree model. Specifically,
(i) the formula ξV,S(x) says that x is a leaf node in s, (ii) the formula ξE,S(x, y) says that
x and y are leaves of s and for some (i, j, l) ∈ S, it holds that i and j are resp. the labels
of x and y, and the distance between x and y in t is exactly 2l, and (iii) the formula
ξPj ,S(x) says that x is a leaf node whose label corresponds to the pair (i, j) for some
i ∈ [r]. We call ΞS,p an FO interpretation of TMr,p(d) in Treer,p(d). Thus ΞS,p defines
a function from Treer,p(d) to TMr,p(d), which we also denote as ΞS,p; so for G and s as
above G = ΞS,p(s). Then TMr,p(d) = ⋃S⊆[r]2×[p]{ΞS,p(s) ∣ (s, S) ∈ Treer,p(d)}. We now
mention some important observations about ΞS,p. Firstly, the rank of ΞS,p, defined as the
maximum rank of the formulae appearing in it, is O(d). Next, if G = ΞS,p(s), then for any
MSO formula ϕ in the vocabulary of G, there is an MSO formula that we denote ΞS,p(ϕ)
in the vocabulary of s such that G ⊧ ϕ iff s ⊧ ΞS,p(ϕ). (This is a special case of a more
general result called the fundamental theorem of interpretations.) As a consequence, if s1
and s2 are two models of Ωr,p,d and q = rank(ΞS,p) for a signature S, then s1 ≡m+q,MSO s2
implies ΞS,p(s1) ≡m,MSO ΞS,p(s2). Finally for (s, S) ∈ Treer,p(d), if s′ is a leaf-hereditary
subtree of s, then ΞS,p(s′) is a labeled induced subgraph of ΞS,p(s).

2.2. Feferman-Vaught composition

Let L be one of the logic FO or MSO. Given m ∈ N and a τ -structures A and B, we say
that A and B are L[m]-equivalent, denoted A ≡m,L B, if A and B agree on all L sentences
of rank at most m. The relation ≡m,MSO is an equivalence relation of finite index. Given
a class C of τ -structures and m ∈ N, we let ∆Lm,C denote the set of all equivalence classes

of the ≡m,L relation over C . We denote by δLm,C (A) the equivalence class of ∆Lm,C that

contains A. For every δ ∈ ∆Lm,C , there exists an L[m] sentence Θδ that defines δ over C.
Define the function tower ∶ N×N→ N as: tower(0, n) = n and tower(d,n) = 2tower(d−1,n). Let
ι(m,C ,L) denote the (finite) index of the ≡m,L relation over C ; so ι(m,C ,L) = ∣∆Lm,C ∣.
The relation ≡m,L has a characterization in terms of Ehrenfeucht-Fräıssé games. We point
the reader [8, Chapters 3 & 7] for the details concerning these.

Let τ and C be as above. Let F = (Ai)i∈I be a family of structures of C with disjoint
universes, indexed by an index set I of an arbitrary cardinality. Let m ∈ N and τm,C be
the relational vocabulary consisting of a distinct unary predicate symbol T for each class
T ∈ ∆MSO

m,C , and containing no other predicate symbols. Note that we are using the same
symbol T to denote both an equivalence class of ≡m,MSO over C , as well as the unary
predicate symbol corresponding to the class for the ease of understanding; whether we
mean T as a class or a predicate symbol will be clear from context. The MSO[m]-type
indicator for the family F is now defined as a τm,C -structure Im(F) such that (i) the
universe of Im(F) is I, and (ii) for T ∈∆MSO

m,C , the interpretation of T in Im(F) is the set

{i ∈ I ∣ T = δMSO
m,C (Ai)}. Observe that for each i ∈ I, there is exactly one predicate T ∈ τm,C

such that i is in the interpretation of T in Im(F). We now have the following theorem
from [4]. (This is the special case of w = 0 and L =MSO in [4, Theorem 14].)

Theorem 2.1 (Theorem 14, [4]). Let C be a class of structures over a vocabulary τ . For
every MSO sentence Φ over τ of rank m, there exists an FO sentence αΦ over τm,C such
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that if F = (Ai)i∈I is a family of structures of C with disjoint universes, indexed by an
index set I of an arbitrary cardinality, then the following holds:

Im(F) ⊧ αΦ if, and only if, ⊍
i∈I

Ai ⊧ Φ

Further, if C̃ represents the class of structures of C expanded with (all possible interpreta-
tions of) m new unary predicate symbols, then the rank of αΦ is O((ι(m, C̃ ,MSO))m+1).
Remark 2.2. In [4], the result is actually stated for Φ which does not contain any FO vari-
ables and whose atomic formulae, instead of being the usual atomic formulae (of the form
x1 = x2, Y (x) for an MSO variable Y , and R(x1, . . . , xr) where R ∈ τ and x,x1, . . . , xr are
FO variables), are instead of the “second order” forms empty(X) and elem(X1, . . . ,Xr,Z)
whereX,X1, . . . ,Xr are MSO variables and Z is either an MSO variable or a predicate of τ ,
with r being the arity of Z. The semantics for these atomic forms is intuitive: empty(X)
holds for set P if P is empty, and elem(X1, . . . ,Xr,Z) holds for Xi = Pi and Z = Q if
∣Pi∣ = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r and Pi×⋯×Pr ⊆ Q. Every ”usual” MSO formula can be converted into
an equivalent MSO formula over the mentioned second order atomic formulae, without
any change of quantifier rank (see [4, page 4]). We have hence recalled [4, Theorem 14]
in the form stated above in Theorem 2.1 which features Φ as a usual MSO formula, since
these are the kinds of formulae which we work with in this paper.

We provide here the justification for the last statement of Theorem 2.1 which does not
appear explicitly in [4] but is indeed a consequence of the proof of [4, Theorem 14]. We
refer the reader to [4, Section 3.1, pp. 6 – 9] to find the formulae and other constructions
we refer to in our description here.

We first observe in the proof of Lemma 8 of [4], that the “capping” constant C for the
formula α is simply the rank of α, since α is an FO sentence over a monadic vocabulary τΣ
(and we have also seen a similar such result in Lemma 3.3). Then the number n mentioned
in the proof is at most rank(α) ⋅ ∣τΣ∣, whereby the rank of βz, and hence the rank of βα,
is at most rank(α) ⋅ ∣vocab(α)∣ + 1, where vocab(α) denotes the vocabulary of α, namely
τΣ. Call this observation (*).

We now come to the proof of Theorem 14 of [4], and make the following obser-
vations about the rank of αΦ following the inductive construction of αΦ as given in
the proof. For the base cases, since γLΨ(i) is a quantifier-free formula for any Ψ, we
get that if Φ ∶= empty(X), then rank of αΦ is 1, and if Φ ∶= elem(X1, . . . ,Xr,Z) or
Φ ∶= elem(X1, . . . ,Xr,R), then the rank of αΦ is 2 since the width w is 0 by our assump-
tion. If Φ is a Boolean combination of a set of formulae, then rank(αΦ) is the maximum
of the ranks of the formulae in the mentioned set. We now come to the non-trivial case
when Φ ∶= ∃X(Φ′).

We see from [4, page 9, para 2] that the rank of αΦ is the maximum of the ranks of
αC where αC is obtained from βα

Φ′
(denoted as simply β in the proof as a shorthand)

by substituting the atoms T (i) with the quantifier-free formula γLΨ(i) for a suitable Ψ.
Then rank(αΦ) = rank(βαΦ′

). It follows from (*) above that rank(βαΦ′
) ≤ rank(αΦ′) ⋅

∣vocab(αΦ′)∣ + 1; call this inequality (**). Let ≡r,L denote the equivalence relation that
relates two structures over the same vocabulary iff they agree on all L sentences (over the
vocabulary of the structures) of rank at most r. Then the vocabulary of αΦ′ is the set of
all equivalence classes of the ≡q−1,L relation over all structures over the vocabulary of the
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family F (where F is as in the statement of [4, Theorem 14]), expanded with (all possible
interpretations of) d set predicates, where d is the number of free variables of Φ′ and q −1
is the rank of Φ′. Here we now importantly observe that if the structures of the family F
come from a class C , then it is sufficient to consider just those equivalence classes of the
≡q−1,L relation that are non-empty when restricted to the structures of C expanded with
d set predicates. Then if Φ′ is a subformula of a rank m L sentence Φ over a vocabulary
τ and we are interested only in a given class C of τ -structures and expansions of these
with set predicates, then the size of the vocabulary of αΦ′ is at most the index of the
≡m,L equivalence relation over the class C̃ of structures of C expanded with (all possible
interpretations of exactly) m set predicates. Applying this observation to (**) iteratively,
we then get that if L =MSO and λ = ι(m, C̃ ) then

rank(αΦ) ≤ 1 + λ ⋅ (1 + λ ⋅ (1 + . . . ⋅ (1 + 2 ⋅ λ)))
≤ 1 + λ + . . . + λm−1 + 2 ⋅ λm

≤ 2 ⋅ λm+1

= O((ι(m, C̃ ))m+1)

showing the last statement of Theorem 2.1.

3. Small models and elementary bounds

Following is the central result of this section.

Theorem 3.1. Let d, p, r ∈ N be given. There exists an increasing function h ∶ N→ N such
that the following are true for each m ∈ N+.

1. For every graph G ∈ TMr,p(d), there exists H ∈ TMr,p(d) such that (i) H ⊆ G. (ii)
∣H ∣ is at most tower(d,h(d) ⋅m ⋅ (m + log r + log p)), and (ii) H ≡m,MSO G.

2. The index ι(m,TMr,p(d),MSO) of the ≡m,MSO relation over TMr,p(d) is at most
tower(d + 1, h(d) ⋅m2 ⋅ (log r + log p)2).

We prove Theorem 3.1 by first show the following core result for Td,p, and then trans-
ferring the latter to Theorem 3.1 using FO interpretations.

Theorem 3.2. Let d, p ∈ N be given. There exists an increasing function g ∶ N → N such
that if ζd,p ∶ N×N→ N is the function given by ζd,p(n1, n2) = tower(n2, g(d) ⋅ (n1 + 1) ⋅ (n1 +
log p)), then the following are true for each m ∈ N+.

1. For every tree t ∈ Td,p, there exists a leaf-hereditary subtree t′ of t such that (i) the
heights of t′ and t are the same, (ii) ∣t′∣ is at most ζd,p(m,d), and (ii) t′ ≡m,MSO t.

2. The index ι(m,Td,p,MSO) of the ≡m,MSO relation over Td,p is at most ζd,p(m,d+1)
if d ≥ 1, and is p if d = 0.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since G ∈ TMr,p(d), from Section 2 there exists a tree model
(s, S) ∈ Treer,p(d) for G and an FO interpretation ΞS,p such that G = ΞS,p(s). Let
q = max{max{rank(ΞS,p) ∣ S ⊆ [r]2 × [p]}, rank(Ωr,p,d)} where Ωr,p,d is as defined in
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Section 2.1; we know that q = O(d). Since s can be seen as a tree in Td,r⋅p+1, by Theo-
rem 3.2(1), there exists a leaf-hereditary subtree s′ of s such that (i) ∣s′∣ ≤ ζd,r⋅p+1(q+m,d),
and (ii) s′ ≡q+m,MSO s. Then s′ models Ωr,p,d and hence (s′, S) ∈ Treer,p(d) is a tree model
for H = ΞS,p(s′) ∈ TMr,p(d). From the properties of the interpretation ΞS,p (cf. Sec-
tion 2.1), we infer the following: (i) Since s′ is a leaf-hereditary subtree of s, we have
H ⊆ G; (ii) Since V (H) is the set of leaves of s′, we have ∣H ∣ ≤ ∣s′∣ ≤ ζd,r⋅p+1(q +m,d) =
tower(d, g(d) ⋅ (q +m+ 1) ⋅ (q+m+ log(r ⋅ p+ 1)) ≤ tower(d, g(d) ⋅ q2 ⋅m ⋅ (m+ log r+ log p)) ≤
tower(d,h(d) ⋅m ⋅ (m+ log r+ log p)) where h(d) = c0 ⋅ g(d) ⋅d2, q ≤ c1 ⋅d and c0 ≥ (c1)2; (iii)
Since s′ ≡q+m,MSO s, we have H ≡m,MSO G.

We now look at the index of the ≡m,MSO relation over TMr,p(d). For a given signature
S ⊆ [r]2 × [p], denote TMS

r,p(d) denote the subclass of TMr,p(d) of those graphs that have
a tree model (t, S) ∈ Treer,p(d), and Mod(Ωr,p,d) denote the class of models of Ωr,p,d in
Td,r⋅p+1. Then ΞS,p is a surjective map from Mod(Ωr,p,d) to TMS

r,p(d). For q as above,
since any equivalence class of the ≡q+m,MSO relation over Mod(Ωr,p,d) gets mapped by
ΞS,p to a subclass of an equivalence class of the ≡m,MSO relation over TMS

r,p(d), we get

by the surjectivity of ΞS that i(m,TMS
r,p(d),MSO) ≤ i(q +m,Mod(Ωr,p,d),MSO) ≤ i(c1 ⋅

d + m,Td,r⋅p+1,MSO). Then ι(m,TMr,p(d),MSO) ≤ ∑S⊆[r]2×[p] i(m,TMS
r,p(d),MSO) ≤

2r
2⋅p⋅i(c1 ⋅d+m,Td,r⋅p+1,MSO) ≤ 2r

2⋅p ⋅tower(d+1, g(d)⋅(c1 ⋅d+m+1)⋅(c1 ⋅d+m+log(r⋅p+1))) ≤
tower(d + 1, h(d) ⋅ (m ⋅ (log r + log p))2).

We now look at the proof of Theorem 3.2. The proof uses the following lemma in a
central way. The lemma can be verified using a simple Ehrenfeucht-Fräissé game argument.

Lemma 3.3. Let σ be a finite vocabulary consisting of only monadic relation symbols. Let
A be an arbitrary (finite or infinite) σ-structure such that every element of A is in the
interpretation of exactly one predicate of σ. Let a be a given element of A, and let q ∈N+
and q1 = (q − 1) ⋅ ∣σ∣. Then the following are true:

1. If ∣A∣ > q1, then for every cardinal λ such that q1 < λ ≤ ∣A∣, there exists a substructure
B of A such that (i) B contains a, (ii) ∣B∣ = λ, and (iii) B ≡q,FO A.

2. If ∣A∣ > q1, then for every cardinal λ ≥ ∣A∣, there exists a σ-structure B containing A
as substructure such that (i) ∣B∣ = λ, and (ii) B ≡q,FO A. Further, for any T ∈ σ such
that ∣TA∣ ≥ q, we can take B to be a structure such that all elements of B not in A
are in TB, and none of these elements is in the interpretation of any other predicate
of σ in B.

We will also need the following lemma. The proof is easy and is skipped.

Lemma 3.4. Let ti for i = 1,2 be a rooted tree and let fi be the forest of rooted trees
obtained by removing the root of ti. Then t1 ≡m,MSO t2 if, and only if, f1 ≡m,MSO f2.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. We prove the theorem by induction on d. The base case of d = 0
is trivial to see by taking g(0) = 1. Assume as induction hypothesis that the statement is
true for d − 1 for d ≥ 1.

Consider a tree t ∈ Td,p of height equal to d. Let f be the forest of p-labeled rooted trees
obtained by removing the root of t. Specifically, let f = ⊍i∈I si where si ∈ Td−1,p and the
(unrooted tree underlying) si is a child subtree of t, and I is a possibly infinite set. Let S
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be the class of rooted forests whose constituent trees belong to Td−1,p; so f ∈S . Consider
now the MSO[m]-type indicator Im(F) for the family F = (si)i∈I and the sentence Φ ∶= Θδ

for δ = δMSO
m,S (f) (the MSO[m] sentence axiomatizing the ≡m,MSO equivalence class of f in

S ). By Theorem 2.1, there exists an FO sentence αΦ over the vocabulary τm,Td−1,p
such

that
Im(F) ⊧ αΦ if, and only if, f ⊧ Φ

Now we know from Theorem 2.1 that for any MSO[m] sentence Ψ over the vocabulary
of Td−1,p, the sentence αΨ given by the theorem has rank that isO((ι(m, T̃d−1,p,MSO))m+1)
where T̃d−1,p is the expansion of Td−1,p with m new unary predicates. Now there is

a natural 1-1 correspondence between T̃d−1,p and Td−1,p⋅2m, and two T̃d−1,p structures
are MSO[m]-equivalent iff their corresponding Td−1,p⋅2m structures are. Then the rank
of αΨ is O((ι(m,Td−1,p⋅2m ,MSO))m+1). Let c0 be a constant such that rank(αΨ) ≤
c0 ⋅ (ι(m,Td−1,p⋅2m ,MSO))m+1 for all m ≥m0. In fact, as shown in Section 2.2, the values
of c0 and m0 can be taken to be c0 = 2 and m0 = 1.

Returning to αΦ, we get that rank(αΦ) ≤ c0 ⋅ (ι(m,Td−1,p⋅2m ,MSO))m+1. Now by
induction hypothesis, we have that (i) if d − 1 = 0, then ι(m,Td−1,p⋅2m ,MSO) = p ⋅ 2m, and
(ii) if d > 1, then ι(m,Td−1,p⋅2m ,MSO) ≤ ζd−1,p⋅2m(m,d) = tower(d, g(d − 1) ⋅ (m + 1) ⋅ (2m +

log p))) ≤ tower(d,2 ⋅ g(d − 1) ⋅ (m + 1) ⋅ (m + log p)). Then the rank of αΦ is at most

1. c0 ⋅ (p ⋅ 2m)m+1 ≤ 2c0⋅(m+1)⋅(m+log p)) if d = 1, and

2. c0 ⋅ tower(d,2 ⋅ g(d − 1) ⋅ (m + 1) ⋅ (m + log p)))m+1 ≤ tower(d, c0 ⋅ 4 ⋅ g(d − 1) ⋅ (m + 1) ⋅
(m + log p)), if d > 1.

If ρd,p ∶ N→ N is the function given by ρd,p(m) = tower(d + 1,4 ⋅ c0 ⋅ g(d) ⋅ (m + 1) ⋅ (m +

log p)), then we see that in either case above, the rank of αΦ is at most ρd−1,p(m). We also
see that τm,Td−1,p

is the vocabulary which contains one unary predicate symbol for every
element of ∆m,Td−1,p

, and only those predicates; then ∣τm,Td−1,p
∣ = ι(m,Td−1,p,MSO) which

is equal to p if d−1 = 0, and at most tower(d, g(d−1) ⋅ (m+1) ⋅ (m+ log p))) if d > 1. Then
rank(αΦ) ⋅ ∣τm,Td−1,p

∣ ≤ ρd−1,p(m) ⋅ ∣τm,Td−1,p
∣ ≤ tower(d,5 ⋅ c0 ⋅ g(d − 1) ⋅ (m + 1) ⋅ (m + log p))

for all d ≥ 1.
We observe now that Im(F) is a structure over a finite monadic vocabulary such

that each element of its universe is in the interpretation of exactly one predicate in the
vocabulary. Let si∗ ∈ F for i∗ ∈ I be such that the height of si∗ is equal to d−1 (there must
be such a tree in F since height of t is equal to d). Recall that I is the universe of Im(F).
Then by Lemma 3.3(1), taking a = i∗ and q = ρd−1,p(m) in the lemma, we get that there
exists a substructure B of Im(F) such that (i) B contains i∗, (ii) ∣B∣ ≤ 1+(q−1)⋅∣τm,Td−1,p

∣ ≤
q ⋅ ∣τm,Td−1,p

∣ ≤ tower(d,5 ⋅ c0 ⋅ g(d − 1) ⋅ (m+ 1) ⋅ (m+ log p)), and (iii) B ≡q,FO Im(F). Then
B can be seen as the MSO[m]-type indicator Im(F ′) of the family F ′ = (sj)j∈I ′. for a
subset I ′ ⊆ I, that contains i∗. Then by Theorem 2.1, we have

Im(F ′) ⊧ αΦ if, and only if, ⊍
j∈I ′

sj ⊧ Φ

Since (i) Im(F ′) = B ≡q,FO Im(F), (ii) Im(F) ⊧ αΦ, and (iii) rank(αΦ) ≤ q, we have
Im(F ′) ⊧ αΦ and therefore ⊍j∈I ′ sj ⊧ Φ. Then ⊍j∈I ′ sj ≡m,MSO f.

We now utilize the induction hypothesis for Part (1). Since sj ∈ Td−1,p for all j ∈ I ′,
there exists a leaf-hereditary subtree s′j of sj such that (i) the heights of s′j and sj are
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the same, (ii) ∣s′j ∣ ≤ ζd−1,p(m,d − 1), and (ii) s′j ≡m,MSO sj. Then consider the forest
f′ = ⊍j∈I ′ s

′
j. Since disjoint union satisfies the Feferman-Vaught composition property (see

Section 2), we get that f′ ≡m,MSO ⊍j∈I ′ sj ≡m,MSO f. Further, we have 1+ ∣f′∣ = 1+∑j∈I ′ ∣s′j ∣ ≤
1 + ∣I ′∣ ⋅maxj∈I ′ ∣s′j ∣ ≤ 1 + tower(d,5 ⋅ c0 ⋅ g(d − 1) ⋅ (m + 1) ⋅ (m + log p)) ⋅ tower(d − 1, g(d − 1) ⋅
(m+1) ⋅(m+ log p)) ≤ tower(d,6 ⋅c0 ⋅g(d−1) ⋅(m+1) ⋅(m+ log p)) for all d ≥ 1. Let t′ be the
leaf-hereditary subtree of t obtained by removing all child subtrees (that are the unrooted
versions of) sj for j ∉ I ′, and replacing sj with s′j (again the replacement being for the
unrooted versions of the trees) for each j ∈ I ′ in t. Then f′ is indeed the forest of rooted
trees obtained by deleting the root of t′. Observe that f′ contains the tree s′i∗ (since i∗ ∈ I ′)
whose height is the same as that of si∗ whose height in turn is equal to d − 1; then t′ has
height equal to d which is the height of t. Further, since f′ ≡m,MSO f, we get by Lemma 3.4,
that t′ ≡m,MSO t. Finally, ∣t′∣ = ∣f′∣ + 1 ≤ tower(d,6 ⋅ c0 ⋅ g(d − 1) ⋅ (m + 1) ⋅ (m + log p)) for all
d ≥ 1.

We now observe that the existence of t′ as above for every tree t in Td,p implies
that ι(m,Td,p,MSO) is at most the number of structures of Td,p whose size is at most
tower(d,6 ⋅ c0 ⋅ g(d − 1) ⋅ (m + 1) ⋅ (m + log p)). Since the number of structures of Td,p with

universe size at most µ for any number µ is at most µ ⋅ 2µ⋅(µ+log p) ≤ 23µ
2

if log p ≤ µ, we
get, by taking µ = tower(d,6 ⋅ c0 ⋅ g(d − 1) ⋅ (m + 1) ⋅ (m + log p)), that ι(m,Td,p,MSO) ≤
tower(d+ 1,14 ⋅ c0 ⋅ g(d − 1) ⋅ (m+ 1) ⋅ (m+ log p)). Then defining g(d) = 14 ⋅ c0 ⋅ g(d − 1), we
see that both parts of the present theorem are true for d. This completes the induction
and hence the proof.

Remark 3.5. By the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, it follows that if C

in Theorem 2.1 is taken to be Td,p, then for the MSO[m] sentence Φ as considered in
Theorem 2.1, so an arbitrary MSO sentence of rank m over the vocabulary of Td,p, the
sentence αΦ is such that (i) the vocabulary τm,Td,p

of αΦ has size at most ζd,p(m,d + 1),
(ii) the rank of αΦ is at most ρd,p(m), and (iii) rank(αΦ) ⋅ ∣τm,Td,p

∣ ≤ ζd+1,p(m,d + 1).
The proof of Theorem 3.2 actually shows a stronger relationship between t′ and t.

We recall the function ρd,p ∶ N → N introduced in the proof of Theorem 3.2, defined as
ρd,p(m) = tower(d + 1,4 ⋅ g(d) ⋅ (m + 1) ⋅ (m + log p)) where g is the function given by
Theorem 3.2. We now have the following definition.

Definition 3.6. Let d, p,m ∈ N be given. For t1, t2 ∈ Td,p both of the same height, the
binary relation t1 ⪯m t2 is defined inductively on the height h ∈ {0, . . . , d} of the trees as
follows:

1. If h = 0, then t1 ⪯m t2 if t1 ≅ t2.

2. Assume ⪯m has been defined when the height of t1 and t2 is h ≤ k < d. Suppose now
that t1 and t2 have height equal to k + 1. For i ∈ {1,2}, let fi be the forest of rooted
trees of Td−1,p obtained by removing the root of ti and let Fi be the family of trees
constituting fi. Let Ai = Im(Fi) be the MSO[m]-type indicator for Fi.

We now say that t1 ⪯m t2 holds if: (i) the roots of t1 and t2 are the same, and have
the same labels; (ii) A1 ≡q,FO A2 where q = ρk,p(m); and (iii) for each tree t′1 ∈ F1,
there exists a tree t′2 ∈ F2 such that t′1 ⪯m t′2.
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The tree t′2 in the above definition is clearly unique for t′1. We now observe the
following properties of the ⪯m relation, the first two of which can be verified by an easy
induction, and the last of which can be verified by a very similar reasoning as in the proof
of Theorem 3.2.

Lemma 3.7. For d, p,m ∈ N, the following are true of the ⪯m relation on Td,p:

1. ⪯m is reflexive and transitive.

2. Condition (2.i) in the ⪯m definition can be replaced with “ t1 is a leaf-hereditary
subtree of t2” to get an equivalent definition.

3. For trees t1, t2 ∈ Td,p, if t1 ⪯m t2, then (i) t1 ⪯m′ t2 for all m′ ≤m, and (ii) t1 ≡m,MSO

t2.

We now obtain the following by an entirely analogous set of arguments as for Theo-
rem 3.2.

Corollary 3.8. For every d, p,m ∈ N and every tree t ∈ Td,p, there exists a tree t′ ∈

Td,p such that (i) t′ ⪯m t, and (ii) ∣t′∣ ≤ ζd,p(m,d) where ζd,p is the function given by
Theorem 3.2.

Before we proceed, we define the following functions χd,p, ξd,p ∶ N→ N for d ≥ 1. Observe
that both of the functions are strictly increasing.

χd,p(m) = tower(d + 1, g(d + 1) ⋅ (m + 1) ⋅ (m + log p)) (= ζd+1,p(m,d + 1))
ξd,p(m) = tower(d + 1, g(d + 1) ⋅ (d + 1) ⋅ (m + 1) ⋅ (m + log p)) (1)

An important consequence of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.2 is the following lemma
which will be of much use to us in the next section.

Lemma 3.9. Let d, p,m ∈ N be given. Let F = (si)i∈I be a family of trees of Td,p where I
is an index set of arbitrary cardinality. Let A = Im(F) be the MSO[m] type indicator of
F and let i∗ ∈ I be a given element of A. Then the following are true for any q ∈ N:

1. If ∣I ∣ > χd,p(m), then for every cardinal λ such that χd,p(m) ≤ λ ≤ ∣I ∣, there exists a
subset I ′ ⊆ I such that (i) I ′ contains i∗, (ii) ∣I ′∣ = λ, and (iii) if F ′ = (si)i∈I ′ and
B = Im(F ′), then B ≡q,FO A where q = ρd,p(m).

2. If ∣I ∣ > χd,p(m), then for every cardinal λ such that λ ≥ ∣I ∣, there exists a set I ′ of
which I is a subset and trees si ∈ Td,p for i ∈ I ′ ∖ I such that (i) ∣I ′∣ = λ, and (ii)
if F ′ = (si)i∈I ′ and B = Im(F ′), then B ≡q,FO A where q = ρd,p(m). Further, there
exists j ∈ I such that all the trees si for i ∈ I

′ ∖ I can be taken to be isomorphic to sj .

Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Part (1) of Theorem 3.2. Let f be the
forest given by f = ⊍i∈I si. As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, let S be the class of rooted
forests whose constituent trees are all in Td,p; then f ∈S . Consider the sentence Φ ∶= Θδ

for δ = δMSO
m,S (f). By Theorem 2.1, there exists an FO sentence αΦ of over the vocabulary

τm,Td,p
such that

A ⊧ αΦ if, and only if, f ⊧ Φ
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By Remark 3.5, we have that rank(αΦ) ≤ ρd,p(m) and that rank(αΦ) ⋅ ∣τm,Td,p
∣ ≤ χd,p(m).

Once again, we observe that A is a structure over a finite monadic vocabulary such that
each element of its universe is in the interpretation of exactly one predicate in the vo-
cabulary. Then by Lemma 3.3, taking q = ρd,p(m), we get that for every λ ≠ ∣I ∣ and
λ ≥ χd,p(m) > (rank(αΦ) − 1) ⋅ ∣τm,Td,p

∣, there exists a structure B such that (i) B is a
substructure of A containing i∗ if λ < ∣I ∣, and A is a substructure of B if λ > ∣I ∣, (ii) ∣B∣ = λ,
and (ii) B ≡q,FO A. If I ′ is the universe of B, then B can be seen as the MSO[m]-type
indicator of the family F ′ = (si)i∈I ′ where if I ′ ∖ I ≠ ∅ (when λ > ∣I ∣), then si for i ∈ I ′ ∖ I
is a tree in Td,p. We see that I ′ always contains i∗, the size of I ′ is λ, and as shown above
B ≡q,FO A.

To see the last statement of the lemma, we see by Lemma 3.3(2) that for any T ∈ τm,Td,p

such that ∣TA∣ ≥ q, all the elements of I ′ ∖ I above can be taken such that they are all in
the interpretation of T in B and in the interpretation of no other predicate of τm,Td,p

in B.

In other words, one can choose a tree sj for j ∈ I such that j ∈ TA (so T = δMSO
m,S (sj)), and

for all i ∈ I ′ ∖ I, it holds that i ∈ TB (so T = δMSO
m,S (si)). In other words, si ≡m,MSO sj for all

i ∈ I ′ ∖ I. In particular then, si can be taken to be isomorphic to sj for all i ∈ I ′ ∖ I.

4. The extended Löwenheim-Skolem property for TMr,p(d)

We prove Theorem 1.1 in this section. We prove the theorem in two parts, first for the
case when one of η or λ in the MSO-ELS property described in Section 1 is finite, and the
other when both of these cardinals are infinite. We recall that a function f ∶ N+ → N is
a scale function if it is strictly increasing. For a cardinal λ, the λth scale, denoted ⟨λ;f⟩,
is defined as follows. If λ is finite, then ⟨λ;f⟩ is the interval [f(λ) + 1, f(λ + 1)] = {j ∣
f(λ)+1 ≤ j ≤ f(λ+1)} for λ > 0, and [1, f(1)] = {j ∣ 1 ≤ j ≤ f(1)} for λ = 0. If λ is infinite,
then ⟨λ;f⟩ = {λ}.
Theorem 4.1. Let d, p ∈ N be given. There exists a (d+1)-fold exponential scale function
Υr,p,d ∶ N+ → N such that the following is true. Let G ∈ TMr,p(d) be such that ∣G∣ ∈ ⟨η;ϑr,p,d⟩
for some (possibly infinite) η ≥ 1.

1. (Downward MSO-ELS) For all cardinals λ ≤ η, if λ is finite, then there exists H ∈
TMr,p(d) such that (a) H ⊆ G, (b) ∣H ∣ ∈ ⟨λ; Υr,p,d⟩, and (c) H ≡λ,MSO G.

2. (Upward MSO-ELS) For all cardinals λ ≥ η, if η is finite, then there exists H ∈
TMr,p(d) such that (a) G ⊆H, (b) ∣H ∣ ∈ ⟨λ; Υr,p,d⟩, and (c) H ≡η,MSO G.

Proposition 4.2. Let d, p ∈ N be given. Let G ∈ TMr,p(d) be such that ∣G∣ = η for an
infinite cardinal η. Then for any infinite cardinal λ, there exists H ∈ TMr,p(d) such that
(i) H ⊆ G if λ ≤ η, and G ⊆H if η ≤ λ, (ii) ∣H ∣ = λ, and (iii) H ≡m,MSO G for all m ∈ N.

Proof of Proposition 4.2. It is known [2] that there exists an FO sentence ϕ1 that de-
fines TMr(d) over all structures. The property of p-labeling – that the unary predicates
P1. . . . , Pp are mutually exclusive and exhaustive (and allowed to be empty) – is easily de-
fined by an FO sentence ϕ2. Then the sentence ϕ1∧ϕ2 defines TMr,p(d) over all structures.
Now using the fact that MSO collapses to FO over TMr,p(d) as shown by Theorem 6.1 in
Section 6, the statement of the present proposition is just the classical LS theorem which
is known to be true over elementary classes of structures.
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The proof of Theorem 4.1 proceeds by first showing Theorem 4.3 below which is the
analogue of Theorem 4.1 for Td,p. This is the core result which can then be easily trans-
ferred to TMr,p(d) via FO interpretations.

Theorem 4.3. Let d, p ∈ N be given. There exists a (d+1)-fold exponential scale function
ϑd,p ∶ N+ → N such that the following is true. Let t ∈ Td,p be a given tree such that
∣t∣ ∈ ⟨η;ϑd,p⟩ for some (possibly infinite) η ≥ 1.

1. (Downward) For all cardinals λ ≤ η, if λ is finite, then there exists a tree t′ ∈ Td,p

such that (i) ∣t′∣ ∈ ⟨λ;ϑd,p⟩, and (ii) t′ ⪯λ t.

2. (Upward) For all cardinals λ ≥ η, if η is finite, then there exists a tree t′ ∈ Td,p such
that (i) ∣t′∣ ∈ ⟨λ;ϑd,p⟩, and (ii) t ⪯η t

′.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let ϑd,p be the (d + 1)-fold exponential function given by Theo-
rem 4.3. Let q0 ∈ N be such that q0 = max{max{rank(ΞS,p) ∣ S ⊆ [r]2 × [p]}, rank(Ωr,p,d)}
where Ωr,p,d is as defined in Section 2. Define Υr,p,d inductively as follows. Firstly,
Υr,p,d(1) = ϑd,p(q0 + 1). Suppose Υr,p,d(i) has been defined for i ≥ 1. Let j be the smallest
number such that ϑd,p(j) ≥ (d+1) ⋅Υr,p,d(i). Then Υr,p,d(i+1) = ϑd,p(j+1). We verify that
Υr,p,d is increasing and (d + 1)-fold exponential, and that Υr,p,d(i) ≥ ϑd,p(i) for all i ≥ 1.
We now show that Υr,p,d is as desired. Let G ∈ TMr,p(d) be such that ∣G∣ ∈ ⟨η; Υr,p,d⟩. Let
(s, S) ∈ Treer,p(d) be a tree model for G; then G = ΞS,p(s). Since the number of leaves of
s equals ∣G∣, and the height of s is d, we see that ∣G∣ ≤ ∣s∣ ≤ d ⋅ ∣G∣ + 1 ≤ (d + 1) ⋅ ∣G∣. Let η′

be such that ∣s∣ ∈ ⟨η′;ϑd,p⟩. We now show Part (1) of the theorem. Part (2) can be done
similarly.

Let λ ≤ η be finite. Assume λ < η since if λ = η, we are done by taking H = G. Let
λ′ be the smallest number such that ϑd,p(λ′) ≥ (d + 1) ⋅ Υr,d,p(λ). Then λ′ is finite, and
λ′ − q0 ≥ λ because Υr,p,d(i) ≥ ϑd,p(i), and ϑd,p and Υr,d,p are both increasing. Further
λ′ < η′ – this is because ∣s∣ ≥ ∣G∣ ≥ Υr,p,d(η) ≥ Υr,d,p(λ + 1) = ϑd,p(λ′ + 1) the last of
these equalities by definition of Υr,d,p. Then by Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 3.7, there exists
a leaf-hereditary subtree s′ of s such that (i) ∣s′∣ ∈ ⟨λ′;ϑd,p⟩ and (ii) s′ ≡λ′,MSO s. Now
since ϑd,p(λ′) ≥ Υr,d,p(λ) ≥ Υr,d,p(1) = ϑd,p(q0 + 1), we have λ′ ≥ q0 + 1. Then s′ models
Ωr,d,p so that (s′, S) ∈ Treer,p(d). Let H = ΞS(s′). Then since s′ is a leaf-hereditary
subtree of s, we have H ⊆ G. Further since λ′ ≥ q0 + λ and s′ ≡λ′,MSO s, we get that
H ≡λ,MSO G (cf. Section 2.1). Finally, we observe that ∣H ∣ ≤ s′ ≤ (d + 1) ⋅ ∣H ∣. Since
∣s′∣ ≤ ϑd,p(λ′ + 1) = Υr,d,p(λ + 1) and since (d + 1) ⋅ Υr,d,p(λ) ≤ ϑd,p(λ′) < ∣s′∣, we get that
indeed ∣H ∣ ∈ ⟨λ; Υr,p,d⟩.

We prove Theorem 4.3 in the remainder of this section. We claim that the function
ϑd,p in the statement of Theorem 4.3 can be taken to be the function ϑd,p(λ) = ξd,p(λ) for
all finite cardinals λ ≥ 1. We prove this below. A key property available to us with this
choice is that

ϑd,p(λ) ≥ ϑd,p(λ − 1) + ξd−1,p(λ − 1) (2)

This is because ξd−1,p(λ−1)+ ξd,p(λ−1) ≤ 2 ⋅ξd,p(λ−1) and the latter now is easily seen to
be ≤ ξd,p(λ). We now prove the two parts of Theorem 4.3 separately below. We will need
the following two lemmas.
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Lemma 4.4. Let d, p,m ∈ N be given. Let t ∈ Td,p be a given tree and z be a node of t at
height h. Let t′ be the tree obtained by replacing the (unrooted version of the) subtree tz
of t with (the unrooted version of) a tree s ∈ Th,p. If s ⪯m tz, then t′ ⪯m t.

Proof. We show that the statement is true for the special case when z is a child of root(t).
The general statement follows by repeated applications of this special case to the subtrees
rooted at the nodes appearing along the path from the parent of z to the root of t, and
the corresponding subtrees rooted at the nodes appearing along the path from the parent
of root(s) to the root of t′ (here we are seeing (the unrooted version of) s as a subtree of
t′).

Consider t; let f be the forest of rooted trees obtained by deleting the root of t; one of
these rooted trees is tz. Let f′ be the forest obtained by replacing tz with s, and keeping
the other trees of f intact. Let F and F ′ resp. be the families of the trees in the forests f

and f′, and let A and A′ be the MSO[m]-type indicators for F and F ′. Since s ⪯m tz, it
follows that s ≡m,MSO tz, so that A ≅ A′ and hence A′ ≡q,FO A for any q. Also for every
tree x ∈ F ′, choose y ∈ F as: y = x if x ≠ s and y = tz otherwise; then we see that x ⪯m y

(since ⪯m is reflexive; see Lemma 3.7). Further the heights of x and y are the same, so
that t and t′ have the same height. Then all the conditions for t′ ⪯m t being true have
been met.

Lemma 4.5. Let d, p,m ∈ N be given. For each tree t ∈ Td,p, if ∣t∣ > ξd,p(m), then there
is some node z of t at height say h in t, such that (i) the number of children of z in t

is > χh,p(m), and (ii) for any node y ∈ tz such that y ≠ z, the number of children of y
in t (and hence tz) is at most χhy,p(m) where hy is the height of y in t. (Consequently,
∣ty ∣ ≤ ξhy,p(m)).
Proof. Let t be as in the statement of the lemma. Suppose there is no z ∈ t such that
the number of children of z in t is > χh,p(m) where h is the height of z in t. Then
∣t∣ ≤ 1+χd,p(m)+χd,p(m) ⋅χd−1,p(m)+. . .+χd,p(m) ⋅χd−1,p(m) ⋅. . . ⋅χ1,p(m) ≤ (χd,p(m))d+1 ≤
ξd,p(m), contradicting the premise about size of t. Then there exists a node z of smallest
height h such that the number of children of z is > χh,p(m); so that for every node y ≠ z
in the subtree tz of t rooted at z, it is the case that the number of children of y in t

(and hence in tz) is at most χhy,p(m) where hy denotes the height of y in t. By a similar
calculation as above, it follows that ∣ty ∣ ≤ ξhy,p(m) for all y ≠ z in tz.

4.1. The downward direction

We first show the downward direction of Theorem 4.3. Our proof is along similar lines as
the proof of [11, Proposition 6.3]. We first need the following result akin to [11, Lemma
6.2].

Lemma 4.6. Let d, p,m ∈ N be given. Then for every tree t ∈ Td,p such that ∣t∣ > ξd,p(m),
there exists a tree s ∈ Td,p such that (i) ∣t∣ − ∣s∣ ≤ ξd−1,p(m), and (ii) s ⪯m t.

Proof. Let t be as in the statement of the lemma. We first observe by Lemma 4.5 that
there is a node z in t at height h ≤ d such that (i) the number of children of z in t is
> χh,p(m), and (ii) ∣ty ∣ ≤ ξh−1,p(m) for all children y of z in t. Consider tz (which has
height equal to h); let f be the forest of rooted trees obtained by deleting the root of tz.
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Then f = ⊍i∈I xi where xi ∈ Th−1,p and ∣xi∣ ≤ ξh−1,p(m), and I is of size > χh,p(m) (and I

could be infinite as well). Let i∗ ∈ I be such that xi∗ has height equal to h− 1 (there must
be such an i∗ since the height of tz is h). Then by Lemma 3.9(1), there exists a subset
I ′ of I such that (i) I ′ contains i∗, (ii) ∣I ′∣ = ∣I ∣ − 1, and (iii) if A and A′ are resp. the
MSO[m] type indicators for the families of trees in f and f′ = ⊍i∈I ′ xi, then A ≡q,FO A′ for
q = ρh,p(m) > ρh−1,p(m). Let I ∖ I ′ = {j} and let t′z be the leaf-hereditary subtree of tz
obtained by deleting (the unrooted version of) xj from tz; then f′ is the forest of rooted
trees obtained by deleting the root of t′z. We observe now that t′z and tz have the same
height h (since f′ contains xi∗) and further that t′z ⪯m tz is indeed true. (The first two
conditions of the ⪯m definition are already shown satisfied above, and since F ′ ⊆ F , we use
the reflexivity of ⪯m from Lemma 3.7 to see that the last condition of the ⪯m definition
is satisfied as well). Let s be the leaf-hereditary subtree of t obtained by replacing (the
unrooted version of) tz with (the unrooted version of) t′z; then by Lemma 4.4, we get that
s ⪯m t. We now observe that ∣t∣− ∣s∣ = ∣tz ∣− ∣t′z ∣ = ∣f ∣− ∣f′∣ = ∣sj ∣ ≤ ξh−1,p(m) ≤ ξd−1,p(m). Then
s is indeed as desired.

Proof of Theorem 4.3(1). Suppose t ∈ Td,p is such that ∣t∣ ∈ ⟨η;ϑd,p⟩. If λ = η, then taking
t′ = t we are done; so assume λ < η. To prove the theorem, we consider two cases depending
on whether η is finite or infinite.

If η is finite, then it suffices to show the existence of the desired tree t′ for λ = η−1. This
is because for all µ < η, the ⪯µ relation is transitive and because t′ ⪯η−1 t implies t′ ⪯µ t (see
Lemma 3.7). So let λ = η − 1. Now since ∣t∣ ∈ ⟨η;ϑd,p⟩, we have that ∣t∣ > ϑd,p(η) = ξd,p(η) >
ξd,p(λ). Then by Lemma 4.6, we get that there exists s ∈ Td,p such that (i) ∣t∣−∣s∣ ≤ ξd−1,p(λ),
and (ii) s ⪯λ t. Now we observe that ∣⟨λ;ϑd,p⟩∣ = ϑd,p(λ + 1) − ϑd,p(λ) ≥ ξd−1,p(λ) by the
inequality (2). Then either ∣s∣ ∈ ⟨λ;ϑd,p⟩ or ∣s∣ ∈ ⟨η;ϑd,p⟩. In the former case, we are done
by taking t′ = s and in the latter case, we apply Lemma 4.6 recursively to s and again
utilize the transitivity of ⪯λ, until we eventually get the desired tree t′.

If η is infinite, then define ν = ϑd,p(λ+1)+1. Observe that χd−1,p(λ) < ν < η. We show
below the following statement:

(†) There exists a finite tree t′′ ∈ Td,p such that (i) ν ≤ ∣t′′∣, and (ii) t′′ ⪯λ t.
Assuming (†), we see that ∣t′′∣ ∈ ⟨η′;ϑd,p⟩ for some finite η′ > λ. Then by the previous

case above, there exists a tree t′ ∈ Td,p such that (i) ∣t′∣ ∈ ⟨λ;ϑd,p⟩, and (ii) t′ ⪯λ t′′. Then
t′ is as desired since ⪯λ is transitive. We now show (†) to complete the proof.

Consider t; it is such that ∣t∣ = η where η is infinite (since ⟨η;ϑd,p⟩ = {η} for such η).
Then the set X = {z ∈ t ∣ z has > ν many children in t} is non-empty. (For if not, then
every node in t has at most ν children, implying t is finite, since it has height ≤ d.) We
first show the existence of t′′ when root(t) ∈ X. Let f be the forest of rooted trees obtained
by deleting the root of t; then f = ⊍i∈I xi where xi ∈ Td−1,p and ∣I ∣ > ν. By Corollary 3.8,
for each i ∈ I, there exists a tree x′i ∈ Td−1,p such that (i) ∣x′i∣ ≤ ζd−1,p(λ,d − 1), and (ii)
x′i ⪯λ xi, and hence x′i ≡λ,MSO xi (by Lemma 3.7). Then consider the forest f′ = ⊍i∈I x

′
i. We

see that the MSO[λ] type indicators A and A′ resp. of the families of trees in forests f

and f′, are isomorphic, and hence FO[q]-equivalent for any q. Let the height of t be h ≤ d,
and let i∗ ∈ I be such that xi∗ , and hence x′i∗ , has height h − 1. Since ν > χd−1,p(λ), we
have by Lemma 3.9(1), that there exists a subset I ′′ ⊆ I of size exactly ν and containing
i∗, such that if f′′ = ⊍i∈I ′′ x

′
i, then the MSO[λ] type indicator A′′ of the family of trees in

f′′ satisfies A′′ ≡q,FO A′ = A for q = ρd−1,p(λ) ≥ ρh−1,p(λ). Then if t′′ is the leaf-hereditary
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subtree of t obtained by deleting (the unrooted versions of) all child subtrees xi for i ∉ I ′′,
and replacing each xi for i ∈ I ′′ with x′i (the replacements being of the unrooted versions
of the trees), then we see that t′′ ⪯λ t is true. Further, observe that ν ≤ ∣t′′∣, and that
∣t′′∣ ≤ 1 +∑i∈I ′′ ∣x′i∣ ≤ 1 + ν ⋅ ζd−1,p(λ,d − 1) < ω, so t′′ is finite. Then t′′ is indeed as desired.

We now consider the case when the root(t) ∉ X. LetX ′ = {z ∈ X ∣ z has no ancestor z′ in t

such that z′ ∈ X}. By the preceding part, we have for each z ∈ X ′, that if tz is the subtree
of t rooted at z, then there is a finite tree t′′z ∈ Td−1,p such that (i) ν ≤ ∣t′′z ∣‘, and (ii) t′′z ⪯λ tz.
Let t′′ be the leaf-hereditary subtree of t obtained by replacing (the unrooted version of)
the subtree tz in t with (the unrooted version of) t′′z for all z ∈ X ′. It is immediate that
ν ≤ ∣t′′∣. Further we observe that every node y of t′′ has only finitely many children. This
is clear if y ∈ t′′z for some z ∈ X ′, since t′′z is itself finite. Else, consider a node y of t′′ that
is not an element of t′′z for any z ∈ X ′. If y does not have finitely many children, then
y ∈ X and therefore has an ancestor y′ (possibly itself) that is in X ′. Then y ∈ t′′y′ (since
y ∈ t′′) contradicting the assumption above about y. Thus every node of t′′ has finitely
many children; then t′′ is finite since it has height ≤ d. Further since t′′z ⪯λ tz for all z ∈ X ′,
we get by repeated applications of Lemma 4.4 and the transitivity of ⪯λ from Lemma 3.7,
that t′′ ⪯λ t, completing the proof of (†).

4.2. The upward direction

We now show the upward direction of Theorem 4.3.

Proof of Theorem 4.3(2). If λ = η, then taking t′ = t we are done. So assume λ > η.
Consider a tree t ∈ Td,p and suppose ∣t∣ ∈ ⟨η;ϑd,p⟩ for some finite η ≥ 1. Then ∣t∣ >

ϑd,p(η) = ξd,p(η) and hence by Lemma 4.5, there is some node z of t at height h ≤ d such
that (i) the number of children of z in t is > χh,p(η), and (ii) ∣ty ∣ ≤ ξh−1,p(η) for each child
y of z.

Let λ > η be a cardinal. Consider the subtree tz of t rooted at z where z is as above.
We show below the following statement:

(‡) There exists a tree t′z ∈ Th,p of which tz is a leaf-hereditary subtree such that (i) if
λ is finite, then ∣t′z ∣− ∣tz ∣ ≤ ξd−1,p(η), and if λ is infinite, then ∣t′z ∣− ∣tz ∣ = λ, and (ii) tz ⪯η t

′
z.

Then if t′′ is the tree obtained by replacing the subtree tz in t with t′z (the replacements
being of the unrooted versions of the mentioned trees), then by Lemma 4.4, we have that
t ⪯η t

′′. We now examine ∣t′′∣; observe that ∣t′′∣ = ∣t′z ∣− ∣tz ∣+ ∣t∣. We have two cases as below:

1. If λ is finite, then we observe firstly that it suffices to show the theorem for simply λ =
η+1; this is once again due to the transitivity of ⪯η and because ⪯µ implies ⪯η for all
µ ≥ η (Lemma 3.7). So let λ = η+1. Then by (‡), we have ∣t′′∣−∣t∣ = ∣t′z ∣−∣tz ∣ ≤ ξd−1,p(η).
Now observe that by inequality (2), we have ∣⟨λ;ϑd,p⟩∣ = ϑd,p(λ + 1) − ϑd,p(λ) ≥
ξd−1,p(λ) ≥ ξd−1,p(η). Then either t′′ ∈ ⟨λ;ϑd,p⟩ or t′′ ∈ ⟨η;ϑd,p⟩. In the former
case, we are done by taking t′ = t′′, and in the latter case, we repeat all of the
above arguments with t′′ in place of t recursively to eventually obtain t′ such that
∣t′∣ ∈ ⟨λ;ϑd,p⟩. The transitivity of ⪯η again ensures that t ⪯η t

′, as desired.

2. If λ is infinite, then by (‡), ∣t′′∣ = ∣t∣ + λ = λ, since t is finite (as ∣t∣ ∈ ⟨η;ϑd,p⟩). We are
then done by taking t′ = t′′.
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We now show (‡) to complete the proof.
Let f be the forest of rooted trees obtained by removing the root of tz. Then f = ⊍i∈I si

where si ∈ Th−1,p and ∣si∣ ≤ ξh−1,p(η) for all i ∈ I, and ∣I ∣ > χh,p(η). By Lemma 3.9(2),
for each µ > ∣I ∣, there exists I ′ ⊇ I of size µ and trees si ∈ Th−1,p for i ∈ I ′ ∖ I such that
if f′ = ⊍i∈I ′ si, and A and A′ are resp. the MSO[m] type indicators of f and f′, then
A ≡q,FO A′ where q = ρh,p(η) > ρh−1,p(η). Further, for all i ∈ I ′∖I, the tree si is isomorphic
to sj for some j ∈ I. Let now t′z,µ be the extension of tz obtained by adding for each
i ∈ I ′ ∖ I, the (unrooted version of) tree si as a child subtree of the root of tz. So that tz
is a leaf-hereditary subtree of t′z,µ, and f′ is exactly the forest of rooted trees obtained by
deleting the root of t′z,µ. Then tz and t′z,µ have the same height h, and further one verifies
that tz ⪯η t

′
z,µ.

We now choose µ suitably to show that (‡) is true with t′z = t
′
z,µ. If λ is finite, then

choose ∣I ′∣ = µ = ∣I ∣ + 1. Then ∣t′z ∣ − ∣tz ∣ = ∣f′∣ − ∣f ∣ = ∑i∈I ′∖I ∣si∣ = ∣sj ∣ < ξh−1,p(η) ≤ ξd−1,p(η). If
λ is infinite, then choose ∣I ′∣ = µ = λ. Then ∣t′z ∣ − ∣tz ∣ = ∑i∈I ′∖I ∣si∣ = λ ⋅ ∣sj ∣ = λ.

5. An MSO compactness theorem

For r, p ∈ N, recall that every tree model (s, S) ∈ Treer,p(d) can be seen as a tree in Td,r⋅p+1

via the 1-1 function f that maps the pair (i, j) labeling any leaf node of s with 1 ≤ i ≤ r
and 1 ≤ j ≤ p, to the number (i−1) ⋅p+j ∈ [r ⋅p]; and every internal node of s is regarded as
having the label r ⋅p+1. Let θ be an MSO sentence over the vocabulary of Td,r⋅p+1 and let
S ∈ P([r]2×[p]) be a set of signatures, where P(X) denotes the power set of X. We denote
by Treer,p(d; θ,S) the subclass of Treer,p(d) consisting of those tree models (s, S) such that
S ∈ S, and s, seen as a tree in Td,r⋅p+1 as described above, models θ. We correspondingly
denote by TMr,p(d; θ,S) the subclass of TMr,p(d) consisting of those graphs that have a
tree model in Treer,p(d; θ,S). So TMr,p(d) = TMr,p(d,True,P([r]2 × [p])). We now have
the following compactness property for TMr,p(d; θ,S).
Theorem 5.1. Let d, r, p ∈ N be given. Let θ be an MSO sentence over the vocabulary of
Td,r⋅p+1 and let S ∈ P([r]2×[p]) be a set of signatures. Then for every set T = {ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . ,}
of MSO sentences over the vocabulary of TMr,p(d), if every finite subset of T is satisfiable
over TMr,p(d; θ,S), then T is satisfiable over TMr,p(d; θ,S). Further T has a countable
model in TMr,p(d; θ,S).

As with earlier results, Theorem 5.1 is established by first showing a corresponding
compactness theorem for Td,p, namely Theorem 5.2 below, and then transferring the result
via FO interpretations.

Theorem 5.2. Let d, p ∈ N be given. Then for every set T = {ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . ,} of MSO
sentences over the vocabulary of Td,p, if every finite subset of T is satisfiable over Td,p,
then T is satisfiable over Td,p. Further T has a countable model in Td,p.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let ψi = ⋀
j=i
j=1ϕi for i ∈ N. By the premise, ψi is satisfied in a

p-labeled graph Gi ∈ TMr,p(d; θ,S). Let (s1, Si) ∈ Treer,p(d) be a tree model for Gi; then
si seen as a tree of Td,r⋅p+1 models θ, and Si ∈ S for all i ≥ 1. Now since S is finite, it must
be that there exist infinitely many indices i1 < i2 < . . . such that Si1 = Si2 = . . . = S(say).
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Then consider the FO interpretation ΞS,p as described in Section 2.1; this is such that
Gij = ΞS,p(sij) for j ≥ 1.

Consider now the theory T ′ = {ΞS,p(ϕi) ∣ i ≥ 1} ∪ {θ,Ωr,p,d} and the sentences ψ′i =

θ ∧Ωr,p,d ∧⋀
j=i
j=1 ΞS,p(ϕi) for i ≥ 1, where Ωr,p,d and ΞS,p(ϕi) are as defined in Section 2.1.

By the fundamental property of interpretations (cf. Section 2.1), we have that Gij ⊧ ϕl

iff sij ⊧ ΞS,p(ϕl) for all l, j ≥ 1. Therefore since Gij ⊧ ψij , we verify that sij ⊧ ψ
′
ij

. Then

every finite subset of T ′ is satisfiable in Td,r⋅p+1. By Theorem 5.2, we have that there
is a countable model s∗ of T in Td,r⋅p+1. Since s∗ ⊧ θ ∧ Ωr,p,d and S ∈ S, we have that
(s∗, S) ∈ Treer,p(d; θ,S). Let G∗ = ΞS,p(s∗). Then G∗ ∈ TMr,p(d; θ,S). Finally, since
s∗ ⊧ ΞS,p(ϕi) for all i ≥ 1, we get by the fundamental property of interpretations again,
that G∗ ⊧ ϕi for all i ≥ 1; then G∗ ⊧ T . Observe that since s∗ is countable, so is G∗.

We now devote ourselves to proving Theorem 5.2.
Define a chain of trees of Td,p as a sequence t1, t2, . . . of trees of Td,p such that ti is a

subtree of ti+1 for all i ≥ 1. We denote such a chain C as C ∶= t1 ⊆ t2 ⊆ . . .. We can now
define the union t∗ of C, denoted ⋃i≥0 ti, in the natural way as: the universe of t∗ is the
union of the universes of the ti’s for i ≥ 1; and for any r-ary predicate R in the vocabulary
of Td,p, the interpretation of R in t∗ is the union of the interpretations of R in the ti’s for
i ≥ 1. It is easy to see that t∗ belongs to Td,p. We now have the following lemma that
plays a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 5.2.

Lemma 5.3. Let d, p ∈ N be given. Let C be an infinite chain of trees of Td,p given by
C ∶= t1 ⊆ t2 ⊆ . . .. Let t∗ = ⋃i≥1 ti be the union of C. Suppose ti ⪯mi

ti+1 for all i ≥ 1, where
0 ≤m1 ≤m2 ≤ . . . and sup{mi ∣ i ≥ 1} = ω. Then ti ⪯mi

t∗ for all i ≥ 1.

Proof of Lemma 5.3. We prove the lemma by induction on d. The base case of d = 0 is
evident. Assume the statement of the lemma for d − 1 where d ≥ 1. Consider an infinite
chain C of trees of Td,p given by C ∶= t1 ⊆ t2 ⊆ . . . satisfying the conditions in the statement
of the lemma. We first observe that there is no loss of generality in assuming that all
the trees of the chain have the same height. For, if the trees have different heights, all of
these being ≤ d implies that for some h ≤ d, there is an infinite subchain C′ of C given by
C′ ∶= tj1 ⊆ tj2 ⊆ . . . such that j1 < j2 < . . ., and all trees in C′ have height h. Then the unions
of C′ and C are the same, namely t∗. Further for l ≥ 1, since tjl ⪯mjl

tjl+1 ⪯mjl+1
. . . tjl+1 ,

we infer using Lemma 3.7 that tjl ⪯mjl
tjl+1 for all l ≥ 1. Observe also that mjl ≤ mjl+1

for all l ≥ 1, and sup{mjl ∣ l ≥ 1} = ω. Then assuming we have shown the lemma when all
trees of C have equal height, we have tjl ⪯mjl

t∗. Then for a given i ≥ 1, let jk be such that
i ≤ jk. Then ti ⪯mi

tjk ⪯mjk
t∗; whereby ti ⪯mi

t∗ (by Lemma 3.7) showing the lemma for
the chain C. So we henceforth assume that all trees of C have equal height h ≤ d.

It is easy to verify that ti is a leaf hereditary subtree of t∗ for all i ≥ 1. For each tree
ti for i ≥ 1, consider the forest fi of rooted trees of Th−1,p obtained by removing the root
of ti. Likewise let f∗ be the forest of rooted trees of Th−1,p obtained by removing the root
of t∗; then f∗ = ⋃i≥1 fi. Let Fi be the family of trees constituting forest fi and F∗ the
family of trees constituting forest f∗, and let Ai = Imi

(Fi) and A∗ = Imi
(F∗) be resp. the

MSO[mi] type indicators of Fi and F∗.
Fix an i ≥ 1. For j ≥ i, since tj ⪯mj

tj+1, we have from Lemma 3.7 that tj ⪯mi
tj+1 since

mi ≤ mj. Then for all j ≥ i, we have that Aj ≡q,FO Aj+1 for q = ρh−1,p(mi) (from the ⪯mi

definition). We show below that Aj ≡q,FO A∗ for all j ≥ i. We show this by showing that
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for every predicate T ∈ τmi,Th−1,p
, if ∣TAj ∣ ≥ q, then ∣TA∗ ∣ ≥ q as well, and if ∣TAj ∣ < q, then

∣TA∗ ∣ = ∣TAj ∣. Then Aj ≡q,FO A∗ follows by a simple FO EF game argument.
Let S be the class of disjoint unions of trees in Th−1,p. Let ∣TAj ∣ = n and let slj ∈ Fj

for 1 ≤ l ≤ n be distinct trees such that δmi,S (slj) = T . Since ti ⪯mi
ti+1 ⪯mi

ti+2 ⪯mi
. . .,

we get that there exist for each l and each k ≥ j, a unique tree slk ∈ Fk such that slj ⪯mi

slj+1 ⪯mi
slj+2 ⪯mi

. . .. Then T = δmi,S (slk) for all k ≥ j and 1 ≤ l ≤ n (since by Lemma 3.7,

slj ≡mi,MSO slj+1 ≡mi,MSO . . .). Further, since sl1j and sl2j are distinct for 1 ≤ l1 < l2 ≤ n, it

follows that so are sl1
k

and sl2
k

for all k ≥ j. So that ∣TAk ∣ ≥ n for all k ≥ j.
Let’s now look at f∗, F∗ and A∗. Since slj ⪯mi

slj+1 ⪯mi
slj+2 ⪯mi

. . . for 1 ≤ l ≤ n,
and all trees in the chain belong to Th−1,p (they could be of different heights), we get
by induction hypothesis that slj ⪯mi

s∗l = ⋃k≥j s
l
k. Then δmi,S (s∗l ) = δmi,S (slj) = T for all

l ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then ∣TA∗ ∣ ≥ n since clearly s∗l1 and s∗l2 are distinct for 1 ≤ l1 < l2 ≤ n. Thus

if ∣TAj ∣ = n ≥ q, then ∣TA∗ ∣ ≥ q. Suppose n < q but ∣TA∗ ∣ > n. Then for some z∗ ∈ F∗,
it holds that z∗ is distinct from s∗l for all l ∈ {1, . . . , n} and δmi,S (z∗) = T . Now since
z∗ ∈ F∗, there exists j∗ ≥ j and trees zk ∈ Fk for all k ≥ j∗ such that zk is a leaf-hereditary
subtree of zk+1 and z∗ = ⋃k≥j∗ zk. Since tk ⪯mi

tk+1, we must have zk ⪯mi
zk+1 from the

definition of ⪯mi
, for all k ≥ j∗. Given that each tree zk belongs to Td−1,p, we obtain by our

induction hypothesis that zk ⪯mi
z∗ for each k ≥ j∗. Then zk ≡mi,MSO z∗ (by Lemma 3.7)

and hence δmi,S (zk) = T for all k ≥ j∗ and hence in particular δmi,S (zj∗) = T . Now since
tj ⪯mi

tj+1 ⪯mi
. . . ⪯mi

tj∗, we have by the transitivity of ⪯mi
that tj ⪯mi

tj∗ and hence
by the definition of ⪯mi

, we get that Aj ≡q,FO Aj∗ . Since ∣TAj ∣ = n < q, it follows that
∣TAj∗ ∣ = n as well. But we now observe that the trees slj∗ for 1 ≤ l ≤ n and zj∗ are all

distinct, and yet δmi,S (slj∗) = T = δmi,S (zj∗) for 1 ≤ l ≤ n, which implies ∣TAj∗ ∣ > n – a

contradiction. Then ∣TA∗ ∣ = n.
In summary, we have shown so far conditions (i) and (ii) of the tj ⪯mi

t∗ definition.
To see the last condition, suppose yj ∈ Fj . Then by a similar reasoning as above, there
exist trees yk ∈ Fk for k ≥ j such that yj ⪯mi

yj+1 ⪯mi
yj+2 ⪯mi

. . .. Once again, reasoning
as above, the tree y∗ = ⋃k≥j yk is such that y∗ ∈ F∗ and yj ⪯mi

y∗. Thus tj ⪯mi
t∗ for all

j ≥ i and hence in particular ti ⪯mi
t∗.

Proof of Theorem 5.2. Let ψi = ⋀
j=i
j=1ϕj for i ∈ N. By the premise, we know that ψi is

satisfiable for all i. Denote by mi, the rank of ψi for all i ≥ 1; then 1 ≤ m1 ≤ m2 ≤ . . .. If
sup{mi ∣ i ≥ 1} < ω, then for some i∗ ≥ 1, it holds that mj =mi∗ for all j ≥ i∗. Then T is a
set of MSO formulae of rank at most mi∗ , and is hence finite upto equivalence. Then T is
already satisfiable in Td,p since every finite subset of it is satisfiable in Td,p by assumption.
Likewise, if ψi has only finitely many models for any i ≥ 1, then, since ψj+1 implies ψj for
all j ≥ i, it holds that for some j∗ > i and for all k ≥ j∗, the sentence ψk is equivalent to the
(satisfiable) sentence ψj∗ . Then any model of ψj∗ models all of T . We therefore assume
below that sup{mi ∣ i ≥ 1} = ω, and that ψi has infinitely many models for each i ≥ 1.

Recall the function ϑd,p ∶ N+ → N that witnesses Theorem 4.3. We observe that for all
i ≥ 1 that ϑd,p(i) ≤ ϑd,p(i + 1). Let Xi for i ≥ 1 be the class of all finite trees t ∈ Td,p such
that (i) ∣t∣ ∈ ⟨mi;ϑd,p⟩, and (ii) t ⊧ ψi. Observe that Xi is a finite class (upto isomorphism).
We now claim the following for each i ≥ 1:

(C1) For every t ∈Xi+1, there exists s ∈Xi such that s ⪯mi
t.
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(C2) If Xi is empty, then ψi has only finitely many models in Td,p.

Let us prove the two claims in order. We recall from above that for any t ∈Xi+1, we
have ∣t∣ ∈ ⟨mi+1;ϑd,p⟩. Since mi+1 ≥ mi, we have by Theorem 4.3(1) that there exists a
s ∈ Td,p such that (i) ∣s∣ ∈ ⟨mi;ϑd,p⟩, and (ii) s ⪯mi

t. Now by the latter and Lemma 3.7, we
have s ≡mi,MSO t. Since t ∈Xi+1, we have t models ψi+1 and hence ψi (the latter being of
rank mi). Then s models ψi and since ∣s∣ ∈ ⟨mi;ϑd,p⟩, we have s ∈Xi. This shows 1. For 2,
suppose that ψi has infinitely many models in Td,p. Then by Theorem 4.3(1), there exists
a model t of ψi in Td,p such that ∣t∣ ∈ ⟨mi;ϑd,p⟩; in other words, t ∈ Xi showing 2 in the
contrapositive.

Since at the outset itself, we have assumed that all ψi’s have infinitely many models,
we conclude that Xi ≠ ∅ for all i ≥ 1. Further we have already observed above that Xi is
finite for all i ≥ 1. We now show the following.
(‡): There exists an infinite chain C given by C ∶= t1 ⊆ t2 ⊆ . . . of trees in Td,p such that

for all i ≥ 1, (i) ti ∈Xi, and (ii) ti ⪯mi
ti+1.

We claim that (‡) implies that T is satisfiable over Td,p. Recalling that sup{mi ∣ i ≥
1} = ω (as assumed at the outset), we have by (‡) and Lemma 5.3, that if t∗ = ⋃i≥1 ti
is the union of the chain C, then ti ⪯mi

t∗ for all i ≥ 1. Then by Lemma 3.7, we have
ti ≡mi,MSO t∗ for all i ≥ 1. Since ti ∈ Xi, we have ti ⊧ ψi and hence t∗ ⊧ ψi as well since
rank(ψi) = mi. Since this holds for all i ≥ 1, we have t∗ ⊧ T . Further since ti is finite for
each i ≥ 1, it follows that t∗ is countable.

We now show (‡) to complete the proof. Let iso(Xi) denote the finite set of isomor-
phism classes of the trees of Xi for i ≥ 1.

We construct a labeled tree V with countably many “levels”. The root of the tree is
at level 0 and for i ≥ 1, the ith level contains ∣iso(Xi)∣ many nodes. Each node at level i
is labeled with exactly one element of iso(Xi) and no two nodes at level i get the same
label. (It is possible though that the same label appears in different levels.) This defines
the vertices and their labeling. The edge relation is now defined as follows. Firstly the
relation relates only pairs of vertices in adjacent levels. All nodes of level 1 are adjacent
to the root. For a node u at level i + 1 for i ≥ 1, let the isomorphism class of t ∈Xi+1 be
the label of u. By Claim 1, there exists some node v at level i and some tree s ∈Xi such
that the isomorphism class of s is the label of v, and s ⪯mi

t. We choose exactly one such
node v and put an edge between u and v. The edges as specified above are the only edges
in V ; it follows then that V is a tree.

We now observe that V is infinite (since Xi is non-empty for all i) and finitely branching
(since iso(Xi) is finite for all i). Then by König’s lemma, there exists an infinite path
u0, u1, u2, . . . in V starting at the root u0. Let the isomorphism class of ti be the label of
ui for i ≥ 1. Then from the properties of the edge relation, we have for all i ≥ 1, that (i)
ti ∈Xi, and (ii) ti ⪯mi

ti+1. Indeed then C ∶= t1 ⊆ t2 ⊆ . . . is the desired chain.

6. MSO = FO over bounded shrub-depth classes

We show the following in this section. This result for p = 1 is already known from [2], and
for p = 1 and finite graphs, is known earlier still from [5].

Theorem 6.1. Let r, p, d ∈ N be given. Then over TMr,p(d), every MSO sentence is
equivalent to an FO sentence. Consequently, the same holds over any subclass of TMr,p(d).
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We need the following notion for the proof. Given any MSO formula θ(x̄), and an
FO formula γ(y), we can construct a relativized MSO formula θ∣γ(x̄) that relativizes all
quantifiers of θ to range over only elements y satisfying γ(y). Specifically, to obtain θ∣γ(x̄),
we replace every subformula of the form ∃vψ(v, ū) in θ(x̄) with ∃v(γ(v) ∧ ψ∣γ(v, ū)) and
every subformula of the form ∀vψ(v, ū) with ∀v(γ(v) → ψ∣γ(v, ū)). The key property of
relativization is that for any given structure A, if Aγ is the substructure of A induced
by the set A′ = {b ∈ A ∣ A ⊧ γ(b)}, then for an MSO sentence θ, we have that A ⊧ θ∣γ
iff A∣γ ⊧ θ. In addition to the mentioned notion, we will need the following result from
classical model theory [9].

Theorem 6.2. Let A and B be two countable structures over the same vocabulary. If
A ≡n,FO B for all n ≥ 1, then A ≅ B.

Proof of Theorem 6.1. Our proof is an adaptation of the proof of Lindström’s theorem
(mentioned at the outset in Section 1) as presented in [12]. We prove Theorem 6.1 by
contradiction. Suppose there is an MSO sentence α over the vocabulary τ of TMr,p(d)
that is not equivalent over TMr,p(d) to any FO sentence. Then for every n ∈ N, there exist
graphs Gn,Hn ∈ TMr,p(d) such that (i) Gn ≡n,FO Hn, and (ii) Gn ⊧ α but Hn ⊧ ¬α. Let
H ′n be the graph obtained from Hn be changing every vertex label j ∈ [p] to j + p ∈ [2p].
This graph is in TMr,2p(d); take any tree model if (t1, S1) ∈ Treer,p(d) is a tree model
for Hn, then changing every leaf label of the form (i, j) in t1 to (i, j + p) gives a tree
model (t′1, S1) ∈ Treer,2p(d) for H ′n. Let (t2, S2) ∈ Treer,p(d) be a tree model for Gn; then
(t2, S2) ∈ Treer,2p(d) as well. Consider now the tree model (s, S) ∈ Treer,2p(d + 1) where s

is obtained by making (the unrooted versions of) t2 and t′1 as the (only) child subtrees of
a new root node, and S = S1 ∪ S2. It is easily verified that (s, S) is a tree model for the
disjoint union Mn = Gn ⊍H

′
n of Gn and H ′n. Observe that S ⊆ [r]2 × [d].

Consider now the FO sentence θ over the vocabulary of Td+1,r⋅2p+1 that asserts over the
subclass Treer,2p(d + 1) of Td+1,r⋅2p+1 that the root has exactly 2 children x1 and x2, and
any leaf node whose label corresponds (via the bijective function f ∶ [r]×[2p] → [r ⋅2p] seen
in Section 2.1) to (i) the pair (i, j) where i ∈ [r] and j ∈ [p] has a path of length exactly
d to x1, and (ii) the pair (i, j) where i ∈ [r] and j ∈ {p + 1, . . . ,2p} has a path of length
exactly d to x2. Let S = P([r]2 × [d]). Then any graph in TMr,p(d + 1; θ,S) is such that
it is a disjoint union of two graphs say A and B where A ∈ TMr,p(d) and B is ”affinely”
in TMr,p(d) in that, the labels of its vertices belong to {p + 1, . . . ,2p} and the graph B′

obtained by changing every label j of a vertex in B to j − p, satisfies B′ ∈ TMr,p(d). We
see that for each n ≥ 1, the 2p-labeled graph Mn indeed belongs to TMr,2p(d + 1; θ,S).

We now code the properties of Gn and Hn mentioned above into an MSO sentence
βn over the vocabulary τ = {E,P1, . . . , P2p} of TMr,2p(d + 1). To be able to do this, de-
fine for an MSO sentence ψ over the vocabulary {E,P1, . . . , Pp} of TMr,p(d), the ”affine”
MSO sentence ψ[i ↦ i + p] which is obtained from ψ by replacing every atomic predi-
cate of the form Pi(z) with Pi+p(z) for 1 ≤ i ≤ p. This sentence is over the vocabulary
{E,Pp+1, . . . , P2p} ⊆ τ . We are now ready to define βn. Below ∆ is a notational short hand
for ∆FO

n,TMr,p(d)
. Recall also from Section 2.1, the sentence Θδ that defines an equivalence
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class δ ∈∆. Recall also the sentence α from the outset.

γ1(x) ∶=
i=p

⋁
i=1
Pi(x) ; γ2(x) ∶=

i=2p

⋁
i=p+1

Pi(x)
βn ∶= ∃xγ1(x) ∧ ∃xγ2(x)∧

α∣γ1 ∧ (¬α[i↦ i + p])∣γ2 ∧ ⋀
δ∈∆

Θδ ∣γ1 ↔ Θδ[i↦ i + p]∣γ2

So βn asserts that over TMr,2p(d+1; θ,S), a 2p-labeled graph, which is a disjoint union
of two non-empty graphs A ∈ TMr,p(d) and B that is affinely in TMr,p(D) as seen above,
is such that (i) A models α but B (seen as a p-labeled graph) does not, and (ii) A ≡n,FO B
(where B is seen as a p-labeled graph). Clearly, Mn ⊧ βn. Further observe that βn implies
βn′ for n ≥ n′.

Let T = {βn ∣ n ≥ 1}. Then every finite subset of T is satisfiable TMr,2p(d+1; θ,S) since
if k is the largest index such that βk appears in the subset, then the subset is equivalent
to βk and is hence satisfied in Mk ∈ TMr,2p(d + 1; θ,S). By Theorem 5.1, we get that
T is satisfied in a countable model M∗ ∈ TMr,2p(d + 1; θ,S). Then by our observations
above, M∗ is a disjoint union of two graphs G∗ and H∗∗ such that G∗ ∈ TMr,p(d) and
H∗∗ is affinely in TMr,p(d), that is the graph H∗ obtained by changing every label j ∈
{p + 1, . . . ,2p} of a vertex in H∗∗, to j − p is such that H∗ ∈ TMr,p(d). Since M∗ ⊧ T , we
get that (i) G∗ ⊧ α and H∗∗ ⊧ ¬α[i ↦ i + p], so H∗ ⊧ ¬α, and (ii) G∗ ≡n,FO H∗ for all
n ≥ 1. But now since M∗ is countable, so are G∗ and H∗, and therefore by Theorem 6.2,
we have G∗ ≅H∗ – this is a contradiction since G∗ models α but H∗ does not.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we looked at classes of arbitrary graphs of bounded shrub-depth, specifically
the class TMr,p(d) of p-labeled arbitrary graphs whose underlying unlabeled graphs have
tree models of height d and r labels. We showed that this class satisfies an extension of the
classical Löwenheim-Skolem (LS) property into the finite and for MSO. This extension
being a generalization of the small model property, shows the pseudo-finiteness of the
graphs of TMr,p(d). In addition, we obtain as consequences entirely new proofs of various
known results concerning bounded shrub-depth classes (of finite graphs) and TMr,p(d).
These include the small model property for MSO with elementary bounds, the classical
compactness theorem from model theory over TMr,p(d) (known because TMr,p(d) is an
elementary class), and the equivalence of MSO and FO over TMr,p(d) and hence over
bounded shrub-depth classes. We prove the last of these by adapting the proof of the
classical Lindström’s theorem characterizing FO over arbitrary structures.

An interesting consequence of our results is that they allow for transferring results back
and forth between finite bounded shrub-depth graphs and and their infinite counterparts.
For instance, one can obtain a different proof of the MSO-FO equivalence over TMr,1(d) by
simply lifting this equivalence known over bounded shrub-depth classes of finite graphs,
to TMr,1(d). Similarly, one can show that TMr,1(d) has only finitely many forbidden
finite induced subgraphs, where these subgraphs are the same as those constituting a
forbidden induced subgraph characterization (in the finite) of the subclass of finite graphs
of TMr,1(d) [3]. (Indeed, the mentioned subgraphs also characterize all of TM1,p(d) over
arbitrary structures, since this class is known to be defined by a finite set of forbidden
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finite induced subgraphs [2].) Finally, an example of an infinite to finite transfer is classical
preservation theorems, such as the  Loś-Tarski theorem, that is true of TMr,p(d) since it
is an elementary class, and hence true of the class of finite graphs of TMr,p(d); this is
because any FO sentence that defines a hereditary subclass of the latter class also defines
a hereditary subclass of the former owing to the fact that the graphs of TMr,p(d) are
pseudo-finite.

For future work, we believe that similar results as in the paper can be obtained for
guarded second order logic (GSO) and infinite graphs of bounded tree-depth, since the
Feferman-Vaught composition theorem of [4] that we use as our main tool in the paper,
has also been shown for GSO. In particular therefore, it might be possible to get an
alternative Lindström-style proof as above, of the equivalence of GSO and FO over finite
graphs of bounded tree-depth [4]. We would also like to invesigate extensions of our results
to the extension CMSO of MSO with modulo counting quantifiers. Finally, we would like
to explore what further results from classical model theory can be transferred to the finite
for bounded shrub-depth classes and conversely, what finitary results can be transported
to the infinite.

Acknowledgements: I would like to thank Pascal Schweitzer for discussions pertaining
to the L-ELS property. I also thank Anand Pillay for pointing me to [12] for the proof of
Lindström’s theorem.
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